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Shunryu Suzuki’s Zen Mind, Beginners Mind (ZMBM)1 is organized into three parts, corresponding to three factors of the Noble
Eightfold Path: Right Practice (= Right Effort), Right Attitude (= Right Intention), and Right Understanding (= Right View). In this
qualitative and quantitative analysis, I endeavor to map Suzuki’s path of practice in ZMBM against the Noble Eightfold Path according to
the early teachings of the Buddha.
The first step was to collect highlights from each chapter of ZMBM, and then to categorize these highlights as to where they best fit
along the Eightfold Path. The results of this qualitative research are documented in Annex 1 below (pages 5-56).
Based on this qualitative data mapping, I then use a simple scoring system, to produce a quantitative analysis in order to determine
the relative emphasis of each of the factors of the Eightfold Path in Suzuki’s teachings as recorded in ZMBM. For each chapter of the book, I
gave a score of 1.0 to the path factor that seemed to be the major focus of his teaching in that chapter. A path factor that received secondary
emphasis was given a score of 0.5, and a cursory reference 0.2. This quantitative analysis is presented in Table 1 (pages 3-4).
The scoring system is admittedly arbitrary, but the absolute values are unimportant, since the purpose here is simply to provide a
snapshot of the book as a whole in reference to the Eightfold Path, which is presented in Figure 1 below (page 2). It is clear from these
qualitative and quantitative analyses that the main emphasis in Suzuki’s teachings in ZMBM was on Right Understanding, Right Intention
and Right Effort. It is noteworthy that almost no emphasis was given to the three steps of the Eightfold Path concerned with ethical behavior:
Right Speech, Right Action and Right Livelihood.
The implications of these findings are discussed in a companion paper, which is in preparation.2
1

Shunryu Suzuki, Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind, First Edition, ed. Trudy Dixon (New York: Weatherhill, 1970), and 40th Anniversary Edition
(Boston: Shambala, 2011), Kindle.
2
Meg Gawler, “Mapping the Path of Practice in Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind through the Lens of the Eightfold Path” (in prep.).
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Annex	
  1.	
  Qualitative	
  Analysis	
  of	
  Zen	
  Mind,	
  Beginner’s	
  Mind	
  
(N.B.: Text from the Kindle edition of Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind; page numbers preceding the text refer to the 1970 First Edition)
ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

ZMBM

Prologue

17: “In the
beginner’s
mind there are
many
possibilities,
but in the
expert’s there
are few.”
17: “For Zen
students the
most
important
thing is not to
be dualistic.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
15: “It is
wisdom
which is
seeking for
wisdom.”

17: “If your
mind is
empty, it is
always ready
for anything;
it is open to
everything.”

Right Speech

Right Action

18: “If we
lose our
original selfsufficient
mind, we will
lose all
precepts . . . if
you keep your
original mind,
the precepts
will keep
themselves.”

Right
Practice
(Effort)

21: “This is
the most
important
teaching: not
two, not one.
Our body and
mind are not
two and not
one . . . Our
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Right
Mindfulness

17: “I am
interested in
helping you
keep your
practice from
becoming
impure.”

19: “Zazen
practice is the
direct
expression of
our true
nature.”
21: “When we
take this
posture, it
symbolizes
the truth.”
22:“You
should be
sitting straight
up as if you

1. Right
Practice

1.1 Posture

Right
Livelihood

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

18: Dōgen-zenji
. . . always
emphasized
how important
it is to resume
our boundless
original mind.”

23: “The most
important
point is to
own your own
physical body
. . . We must
be right here,
right now!
24:”The

24:”You already
have it. This is
the conclusion
of Buddhism.”

ZMBM
Chapter

1.2
Breathing

Right Understanding
(View)
body and
mind are both
two and one .
. . Each of us
is both
dependent and
independent.”
No dualism
Everything
has Buddha
Nature

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

25: “If you
think, “I
breathe,” the
“I” is extra.
There is no
you to say “I.”
What we call
“I” is just a
swinging door
which moves
when we

6

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
were
supporting the
sky with your
head . . . It is
a perfect
expression of
your Buddha
nature . . .
When you
have this
posture, you
have the right
state of mind,
so there is no
need to try to
attain some
special state.”
24:”So try
always to
keep the right
posture . . . in
all your
activities . . .
This is the
true
teaching.”

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

27: “So when
you practice
zazen, your
mind should be
concentrated on
your breathing.
This kind of
activity is the
fundamental
activity of the
universal

27: “When we
become truly
ourselves, we
just become a
swinging door,
and we are
purely
independent of,
and at the same
time, dependent
upon

Buddha . . .
was not
interested in
some
metaphysical
existence, but
in his own
body and
mind, here
and now.”

ZMBM
Chapter

1.3 Control

Right Understanding
(View)
inhale and
when we
exhale.”
27-28: “To
live in the
realm of
Buddha
nature means
to die as a
small being,
moment after
moment.
When we lose
our balance
we die, but at
the same time
we also
develop
ourselves, we
grow.
Whatever we
see is
changing,
losing its
balance. The
reason
everything
looks
beautiful is
because it is
out of
balance, but
its
background is
always in
perfect
harmony. This

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

29: “The true
purpose is to
see things as
they are, to
observe things
as they are,
and to let
everything go
as it goes.
This is to put
everything
under control
in its widest
sense. Zen
practice is to
open up our
small mind.”
29: “The true
purpose is to
see things as
they are”

28: “To give
your sheep or
cow a large,
spacious
meadow is the
way to control
him.”
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Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

being.”

everything.”

29: “We say
concentration,
but to
concentrate
your mind on
something is
not the true
purpose of Zen
. . . So
concentrating is
just an aid to
help you realize
“big mind,”

30: “A Zen
master once
said, “To go
eastward one
mile is to go
westward one
mile.” This is
vital freedom.
We should
acquire this
kind of perfect
freedom.”

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
is how
everything
exists in the
realm of
Buddha
nature, losing
its balance
against a
background of
perfect
balance. So if
you see things
without
realizing the
background of
Buddha
nature,
everything
appears to be
in the form of
suffering. But
if you
understand
the
background of
existence, you
realize that
suffering
itself is how
we live, and
how we
extend our
life. So in Zen
sometimes we
emphasize the
imbalance or
disorder of

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

1.4 Mind
Waves

Right Understanding
(View)
life.”
30-31:
“Nothing
comes from
outside your
mind . . . The
true
understanding
is that the
mind includes
everything;
when you
think
something
comes from
outside it
means only
that
something
appears in
your mind.
Nothing
outside
yourself can
cause any
trouble. You
yourself make
the waves in
your mind. If
you leave
your mind as
it is, it will
become calm.
This mind is
called big
mind.”
31: “If your

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

30: “When
you are
practicing
zazen, do not
try to stop
your thinking.
Let it stop by
itself.”
32: “Because
we enjoy all
aspects of life
as an
unfolding of
big mind, we
do not care
for any
excessive joy.
So we have
imperturbable
composure,
and it is with
this
imperturbable
composure of
big mind that
we practice
zazen.”

31: “When
you
understand
your mind in
this way, you
have some
security in
your feeling.
As your mind
does not
expect
anything from
outside, it is
always filled.
A mind with
waves in it is
not a
disturbed
mind, but
actually an
amplified one.
Whatever you
experience is
an expression
of big mind.”
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Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

31-32: “With
big mind we
accept each of
our experiences
as if
recognizing the
face we see in a
mirror as our
own. For us
there is no fear
of losing this
mind. There is
nowhere to
come or to go;
there is no fear
of death, no
suffering from
old age or
sickness.”

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
mind is not
related to
anything else,
then there is
no dualistic
understanding
in the activity
of your mind.
You
understand
activity as just
waves of your
mind. Big
mind
experiences
everything
within itself.
Do you
understand
the difference
between the
two minds:
the mind
which
includes
everything,
and the mind
which is
related to
something?
Actually they
are the same
thing, but the
understanding
is different,
and your
attitude

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

10

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
towards your
life will be
different
according to
which
understanding
you have.
That
everything is
included
within your
mind is the
essence of
mind. To
experience
this is to have
religious
feeling. Even
though waves
arise, the
essence of
your mind is
pure; it is just
like clear
water with a
few waves.
Actually
water always
has waves.
Waves are the
practice of the
water. To
speak of
waves apart
from water or
water apart
from waves is

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
a delusion.
Water and
waves are
one. Big mind
and small
mind are
one.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

1.5 Mind
Weeds

12

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

32: “even
though you
have some
difficulty in
your practice,
even though
you have
some waves
while you are
sitting, those
waves
themselves
will help you.
So you should
not be
bothered by
your mind.
You should
rather be
grateful for
the weeds,
because
eventually
they will
enrich your
practice. If
you have
some
experience of
how the

33: “You
should keep
your mind on
your
breathing
until you are
not aware of
your
breathing.”

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
weeds in your
mind change
into mental
nourishment .
. . You will
feel the
progress. You
will feel how
they change
into selfnourishment.”
33: “Strictly
speaking, any
effort we
make is not
good for our
practice
because it
creates waves
in our mind. It
is impossible,
however, to
attain absolute
calmness of
our mind
without any
effort. We
must make
some effort,
but we must
forget
ourselves in
the effort we
make. In this
realm there is
no
subjectivity or

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

1.6 The
Marrow of
Zen

Right Understanding
(View)

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

34-35: “If you
practice Zen
in the right
way it does
not matter
whether you
are the best
horse or the
worst one . . .
When you are
determined to
practice zazen
with the great

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
objectivity.
Our mind is
just calm,
without even
any
awareness. In
this
unawareness,
every effort
and every idea
and thought
will vanish.
So it is
necessary for
us to
encourage
ourselves and
to make an
effort up to
the last
moment,
when all
effort
disappears.”

Right
Mindfulness

36: “The
awareness
that you are
here, right
now, is the
ultimate fact.
This is the
point you will
realize by
zazen
practice. In
continuous
practice,
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Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

1.7 No
Dualism

Right Understanding
(View)

28-39:
“Knowing
that your life
is short, to
enjoy it day
after day,
moment after
moment, is
the life of
“form is form

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
mind of
Buddha, you
will find the
worst horse is
the most
valuable one.
In your very
imperfections
you will find
the basis for
your firm,
way-seeking
mind . . .
those who
find great
difficulties in
practicing Zen
will find more
meaning in it.
So I think that
sometimes the
best horse
may be the
worst horse,
and the worst
horse can be
the best one
39: “You
must be true
to your own
way until at
last you
actually come
to the point
where you see
it is necessary
to forget all

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness
under a
succession of
agreeable and
disagreeable
situations, you
will realize
the marrow of
Zen and
acquire its
true strength.”

37: “when
your practice
becomes
effortless, you
can stop your
mind. This is
the stage of
“form is form
and emptiness
is emptiness.”
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Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

1.8 Bowing

Right Understanding
(View)
and emptiness
is emptiness.”
When Buddha
comes, you
will welcome
him; when the
devil comes,
you will
welcome him
. . . “Sunfaced Buddha
and moonfaced
Buddha.”
That is the life
of “form is
form and
emptiness is
emptiness.”
There is no
problem.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
about yourself
. . . When you
do something,
just to do it
should be
your purpose.
Form is form
and you are
you, and true
emptiness will
be realized in
your
practice.”

40: “In your
big mind,
everything

39-40: “By
bowing we
are giving up

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
To stop your
mind does not
mean to stop
the activities
of mind. It
means your
mind
pervades your
whole body.”
38: “at first it
is very
difficult to
accept things
as they are.
You will be
annoyed by
the feeling
you have in
your practice.
When you can
do everything,
whether it is
good or bad,
without
disturbance or
without being
annoyed by
the feeling,
that is actually
what we mean
by “form is
form and
emptiness is
emptiness.”
41: “Bowing
helps to
eliminate our

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

42: “Calmness
of mind does
not mean you

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
has the same
value.
Everything is
Buddha
himself. You
see something
or hear a
sound, and
there you
have
everything
just as it is. In
your practice
you should
accept
everything as
it is, giving to
each thing the
same respect
given to a
Buddha. Here
there is
Buddhahood.
Then Buddha
bows to
Buddha, and
you bow to
yourself. This
is the true
bow . . . Only
when you are
you yourself
can you bow
to everything
in its true
sense.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
ourselves. To
give up
ourselves
means to give
up our
dualistic ideas
. . . when you
bow to
Buddha you
should have
no idea of
Buddha, you
just become
one with
Buddha, you
are already
Buddha
himself.
When you
become one
with Buddha,
one with
everything
that exists,
you find the
true meaning
of being.
When you
forget all your
dualistic
ideas,
everything
becomes your
teacher, and
everything
can be the
object of

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
self-centered
ideas. This is
not so easy. It
is difficult to
get rid of
these ideas,
and bowing is
a very
valuable
practice. The
result is not
the point; it is
the effort to
improve
ourselves that
is valuable.
There is no
end to this
practice.”

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration
should stop
your activity.
Real calmness
should be found
in activity
itself.”

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
worship.”
41-42:
“Although
Buddhism is
unattainable,
we vow to
attain it . . .
Even though
it is
impossible,
we have to do
it because our
true nature
wants us to . .
. If it is our
inmost desire
to get rid of
our selfcentered
ideas, we
have to do it .
. . Your effort
appeases your
inmost desire.
There is no
other way to
attain
calmness.”
42: “Even
though you
try very hard,
the progress
you make is
always little
by little . . .
Just to be
sincere and

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

1.9 Nothing
Special

44: “If you
say,
“Everything
has Buddha
nature,” it
means
Buddha
nature is in
each
existence, so
Buddha
nature and
each existence
are different.
But when you
say,
“Everything is
Buddha
nature,” it
means
everything is
Buddha
nature itself . .
. So to be a
human being
is to be a
Buddha . . .
You are
expressing
your true

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
make our full
effort in each
moment is
enough. There
is no Nirvana
outside our
practice.”
43: “When
you give up,
when you no
longer want
something, or
when you do
not try to do
anything
special, then
you do
something.
When there is
no gaining
idea in what
you do, then
you do
something. In
zazen what
you are doing
is not for the
sake of
anything. You
may feel as if
you are doing
something
special, but
actually it is
only the
expression of
your true

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

45: “The most
important
thing is to
forget all
gaining ideas,
all dualistic
ideas. In other
words, just
practice zazen
in a certain
posture. Do
not think
about
anything. Just
remain on
your cushion
without
expecting
anything.
Then
eventually
you will
resume your
own true
nature. That is
to say, your
own true
nature
resumes
itself.”
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Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

43-44: “for
people who
have no
experience of
enlightenment,
enlightenment is
something
wonderful. But
if they attain it,
it is nothing.
But yet it is not
nothing. Do you
understand? For
a mother with
children, having
children is
nothing special.
That is zazen.”

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
nature. Your
eyes will
express; your
voice will
express; your
demeanor will
express. The
most
important
thing is to
express your
true nature in
the simplest,
most adequate
way and to
appreciate it
in the smallest
existence.”

2. Right
Attitude

2.1 Singleminded
Way

51: “there is
no need to
understand
what I say.
You
understand;
you have full
understanding
within
yourself.
There is no
problem.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
nature; it is
the activity
which
appeases your
inmost
desire.”

Right Speech

Right Action

47: “The point
we emphasize
is strong
confidence in
our original
nature.”
49: “Our way
is not to sit to
acquire
something; it
is to express
our true
nature. That is
our practice.”
49 “To cook
is not just to
prepare food
for someone
or for

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

49-50: “It is
necessary to
sit in zazen, in
this way, but
sitting is not
our only way.
Whatever you
do, it should
be an
expression of
the same deep
activity. We
should
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Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
yourself; it is
to express
your
sincerity.”
50: “So even
if the sun
were to rise
from the west,
the
Bodhisattva
has only one
way. His way
is in each
moment to
express his
nature and his
sincerity . . .
There is no
starting point,
no goal,
nothing to
attain.”

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
appreciate
what we are
doing. There
is no
preparation
for something
else.”

52: “How
flour becomes
bread when
put in the
oven was for
Buddha the
most
important
thing. How
we become
enlightened
was his main
interest . . . In
order to find
out how

2.2
Repetition
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Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

22

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
dough became
perfect bread,
he made it
over and over
again, until he
became quite
successful.
That was his
practice. . .
how this
physical body
becomes a
sage is our
main interest .
. . A sage is a
sage.
Metaphysical
explanations
of human
nature are not
the point.”
53: “Actual
practice is
repeating over
and over
again until
you find out
how to
become bread.
There is no
secret in our
way. Just to
practice zazen
and put
ourselves into
the oven is
our way.”

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

Right Speech

Right Action

53-54: “If
possible, try
to be always
calm and
joyful and
keep yourself
from
excitement . .
. Just continue
in your calm,
ordinary
practice and
your character
will be built
up.”

2.3 Zen and
Excitement

2.4 Right
Effort

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

56: “By purity
we just mean
things as they
are. When
something is
added, that is
impure. When
something
becomes
dualistic, that
is not pure. If
you think you
will get
something

55 “If your
practice is
good, without
being aware
of it you will
become proud
of your
practice. That
pride is extra .
. . So you
should get rid
of that
something
which is
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
54-55: “Our
unexciting
way of
practice may
appear to be
very negative.
This is not so.
It is a wise
and effective
way to work
on ourselves.
It is just very
plain . . . In
fact, this is the
sudden way,
because when
your practice
is calm and
ordinary,
everyday life
itself is
enlightenment
.”
55: “The most
important
point in our
practice is to
have right or
perfect effort .
. . Our effort
in our practice
should be
directed from
achievement
to nonachievement.”
56: “When

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

2.5 No
Trace

Right Understanding
(View)
from
practicing
zazen, already
you are
involved in
impure
practice.”
57: “You may
think that
when you die,
you disappear,
you no longer
exist. But
even though
you vanish,
something
which is
existent
cannot be
non-existent.
That is the
magic . . . The
world is its
own magic.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
extra. This
point is very,
very
important.”

60: “When
you practice
Zen you
become one
with Zen.
There is no
you and no
zazen. When
you bow,
there is no

58: “When we
do something
with a quite
simple, clear
mind, we
have no
notion or
shadows, and
our activity is
strong and

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
you practice
zazen, just
practice
zazen. If
enlightenment
comes, it just
comes. We
should not
attach to the
attainment.
The true
quality of
zazen is
always there,
even if you
are not aware
of it, so forget
all about what
you think you
may have
gained from
it. Just do it.
The quality of
zazen will
express itself;
then you will
have it.”
59: “You
should do it
completely,
like a good
bonfire . . .
You should
burn yourself
completely . .
. Zen activity
is activity

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

59: “In order
not to leave any
traces, when
you do
something, you
should do it
with your
whole body and
mind; you
should be

61: “The truth is
always near at
hand, within
your reach.”

ZMBM
Chapter

2.6 God
Giving

Right Understanding
(View)
Buddha and
no you. One
complete
bowing takes
place, that is
all. This is
Nirvana.”

61: “as
everything is
originally one,
we are, in
actuality,
giving out
everything.
Moment after
moment we
are creating
something,
and this is the
joy of our life.
But this “I”
which is
creating and
always giving

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
straightforwar
d. But . . . It is
this small
mind which
creates
gaining ideas
and leaves
traces of
itself.”
59: “if you
attach to the
idea of what
you have
done, you are
involved in
selfish ideas.”
61: “There
should be no
traces in our
activity.”

Right Speech

Right Action

67: “if we are
aware that
what we do or
what we
create is really
the gift of the
“big I,” then
we will not be
attached to it,
and we will
not create
problems for
ourselves or
for others.”

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
which is
completely
burned out,
with nothing
remaining but
ashes. This is
the goal of
our practice.”

63: “When we
sit in the
cross-legged
posture, we
resume our
fundamental
activity of
creation.”
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Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration
concentrated on
what you do.”

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

2.7 Mistakes
in Practice

Right Understanding
(View)
out something
is not the
“small I”; it is
the “big I.””
62: ““To give
is nonattachment . .
. And when
we repeat, “I
create, I
create, I
create,” soon
we forget who
is actually the
“I” which
creates the
various
things; we
soon forget
about God.
This is the
danger of
human
culture”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

67-68: “So as
long as your
practice is
based on a
gaining idea .
. . you will
always be
sacrificing
yourself now
for some ideal
in the future.
You end up
with nothing.”

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

69: “Our
practice
cannot be
perfect, but
without being
discouraged
by this, we
should
continue it.
This is the
secret of
practice.”
70: “There is
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Mindfulness

Right
Concentration
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Right Understanding
(View)

2.8 Limiting
Your
Activity

72: “No
matter what
the situation,
you cannot
neglect
Buddha,
because you
yourself are
Buddha. Only
this Buddha
will help you
completely.”

2.9 Study

72-73: “The

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

75: “Dogen-

Right Speech

Right Action

75: “So it is
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
no particular
way in true
practice. You
should find
your own
way, and you
should know
what kind of
practice you
have right
now.”
72: “The way
to practice
without
having any
goal is to limit
your activity,
or to be
concentrated
on what you
are doing in
this moment .
. . if you limit
your activity
to what you
can do just
now, in this
moment, then
you can
express fully
your true
nature, which
is the
universal
Buddha
nature.”

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

72: “When
you bow, you
should just
bow; when
you sit, you
should just sit;
when you eat,
you should
just eat.”

72: “So instead
of having some
object of
worship, we
just concentrate
on the activity
which we do in
each moment . .
. If you do this,
the universal
nature is there.
In Japanese we
call it ichigyozammai, or
“one-act
samadhi.”
Sammai (or
samadhi) is
“concentration.
” Ichigyo is
“one practice.””

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter
Yourself

Right Understanding
(View)
purpose of
studying
Buddhism is
not to study
Buddhism,
but to study
ourselves . . .
Through the
teaching we
may
understand
our human
nature. But
the teaching is
not we
ourselves; it is
some
explanation of
ourselves . . .
So if you are
attached to the
teaching, or to
the teacher,
that is a big
mistake. The
moment you
meet a
teacher, you
should leave
the teacher,
and you
should be
independent.
You need a
teacher so that
you can
become

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
zenji said,
“To study
Buddhism is
to study
ourselves. To
study
ourselves is to
forget
ourselves . . .
the purpose of
studying
Buddhism is
to study
ourselves and
to forget
ourselves.
When we
forget
ourselves, we
actually are
the true
activity of the
big existence,
or reality
itself. When
we realize this
fact, there is
no problem
whatsoever in
this world,
and we can
enjoy our life
without
feeling any
difficulties.
The purpose
of our practice

Right Speech

Right Action

all right to
talk about
ourselves, but
actually there
is no need to
do so. Before
we open our
mouths, we
are already
expressing the
big existence,
including
ourselves . . .
So to talk
about
ourselves is
actually to
forget about
ourselves.”
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Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
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Right
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2.10 To
Polish a Tile

Right Understanding
(View)
independent.”
73: “we
should
remember that
the purpose of
practice in a
particular
place is to
study
ourselves.”
78: “If you
yourself are
deluded, then
your
surroundings
are also a
misty, foggy
delusion.
Once you are
in the midst of
delusion,
there is no
end to
delusion. You
will be
involved in
deluded ideas
one after
another. Most
people live in
delusion,
involved in
their problem,
trying to solve
their problem.
But just to
live is actually

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
is to be aware
of this fact.”

Right Speech

Right Action

78: “So when
you practice
zazen, your
problem will
practice
zazen, and
everything
else will
practice zazen
too . . . So if
you yourself
have true
practice, then
everything
else is
practicing our
way at the
same time.”
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

79: “Just to
work and live
in this world
with this
understanding
is the most
important
point.”

76: “A frog
also sits like
us, but he has
no idea of
zazen. Watch
him. If
something
annoys him,
he will make
a face. If
something
comes along
to eat, he will
snap it up and
eat, and he
eats sitting.
Actually that
is our zazen—
not any
special thing.”
77: “There is
no
Buddhahood
besides your
ordinary mind
. . . You
should be like

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

79: “when a
frog becomes a
frog, Zen
becomes Zen.
When you
understand a
frog through
and through,
you attain
enlightenment;
you are Buddha.
And you are
good for
others.”

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
to live in
problems.
And to solve
the problem is
to be a part of
it, to be one
with it.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
a frog always.
That is true
zazen . . . If
we are like a
frog, we are
always
ourselves . . .
if something
comes along
he will snap at
it and eat it.
So I think a
frog is always
addressing
himself. I
think you
should do that
also.”
79: “Actually,
just to work
on the
problem, if
you do it with
single-minded
effort, is
enough. You
should just
polish the tile;
that is our
practice. The
purpose of
practice is not
to make a tile
a jewel. Just
continue
sitting; that is
practice in its

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment
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Right Understanding
(View)

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

2.11
Constancy

80: “Instead
of gathering
knowledge,
you should
clear your
mind. If your
mind is clear,
true
knowledge is
already yours.
When you
listen to our
teaching with

80: “if your
effort or
practice does
not have the
right
orientation, it
will not work
at all. Not
only will it
not work, but
it may spoil
your pure
nature.”

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
true sense. It
is not a matter
of whether or
not it is
possible to
attain
Buddhahood,
whether or not
it is possible
to make a tile
a jewel. Just
to work and
live in this
world with
this
understanding
is the most
important
point. That is
our practice.
That is true
zazen. So we
say, “When
you eat, eat!””
79-80:
““Cultivate
your own
spirit.” It
means not to
go seeking for
something
outside of
yourself. This
is a very
important
point, and it is
the only way

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

82: “Even if the
flashing of
enlightenment
comes, our
practice forgets
all about it.
Then it is ready
for another
enlightenment.
It is necessary
for us to have
enlightenments
one after

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
a pure, clear
mind, you can
accept it as if
you were
hearing
something
which you
already knew.
This is called
emptiness, or
omnipotent
self, or
knowing
everything.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
80: “Instead
of gathering
knowledge,
you should
clear your
mind. If your
mind is clear,
true
knowledge is
already yours.
When you
listen to our
teaching with
a pure, clear
mind, you can
accept it as if
you were
hearing
something
which you
already knew.
This is called
emptiness, or
omnipotent
self, or
knowing
everything.”
81: “If you
want to
appreciate
something
fully, you
should forget
yourself. You
should accept
it like
lightning

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
to practice
Zen.”
82: “You
must force
yourself to be
patient, but in
constancy
there is no
particular
effort
involved—
there is only
the
unchanging
ability to
accept things
as they are . . .
We should
always live in
the dark
empty sky.”

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment
another, if
possible,
moment after
moment. This is
what is called
enlightenment
before you
attain it and
after you attain
it.”

ZMBM
Chapter

2.12
Communication

Right Understanding
(View)

83: “To
understand
reality as a
direct
experience is
the reason we
practice
zazen, and the
reason we
study
Buddhism.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
flashing in the
utter darkness
of the sky . . .
There is
always a
possibility of
understanding
as long as we
exist in the
utter darkness
of the sky, as
long as we
live in
emptiness.”
84: “So as a
listener or a
disciple, it is
necessary to
clear your
mind of these
various
distortions. A
mind full of
preconceived
ideas,
subjective
intentions, or
habits is not
open to things
as they are.”
84-85: “If you
try to adjust
yourself in a
certain way,
you will lose
yourself. So
without any

Right Speech

Right Action

83: “When
you listen to
someone, you
should give
up all your
preconceived
ideas and your
subjective
opinions; you
should just
listen to him,
just observe
what his way
is.”
85: “the best
way to
communicate
may be just to
sit without
saying
anything.
Then you will
have the full
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2.13
Negative
and Positive

Right Understanding
(View)

88: “big mind
is something
to express, but
it is not
something to
figure out.
Big mind is
something
you have, not
something to
seek for.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
intentional,
fancy way of
adjusting
yourself, to
express
yourself
freely as you
are is the most
important
thing to make
yourself
happy, and to
make others
happy.”
86: “And we
listen without
trying to
figure out
some
intellectual
understanding
, without
trying to
understand
from just a
one-sided
view.”
86-87:
“Actually we
have
Hinayana
practice with
Mahayana
spirit—rigid
formal
practice with
informal

Right Speech

Right Action

meaning of
Zen.”

87: “Try not
to force your
idea on
someone, but
rather think
about it with
him.”
88: “Not to
say anything
may be very
good, but
there is no
reason why
we should
always be
silent.”

87: “So we
say that
observing the
precepts in a
Hinayana way
is violating
the precepts in
a Mahayana
way. If you
observe our
precepts in
just a formal
way, you lose
your
Mahayana
spirit . . .
Even though
it seems as if
you are
violating the
precepts, you
are actually
observing
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2.14
Nirvana, the
Waterfall

Right Understanding
(View)

90: “When
you do not
realize that
you are one
with the river,
or one with
the universe,
you have fear.
Whether it is
separated into
drops or not,
water is
water. Our
life and death
are the same
thing. When
we realize this

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
mind.”
88: “if we
appreciate
whatever
problem we
have as an
expression of
big mind, it is
not a problem
anymore . . .
whether you
have a
problem in
your life or
not depends
upon your
own attitude,
your own
understanding
.”
88-89:
“Whenever
Dogen-zenji
dipped water
from the river,
he used only
half a
dipperful,
returning the
rest to the
river again,
without
throwing it
away . . . This
kind of
practice is
beyond our

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

them in their
true sense.
The point is
whether you
have big mind
or small mind.
In short, when
you do
everything
without
thinking about
whether it is
good or bad,
and when you
do something
with your
whole mind
and body,
then that is
our way.”

90: “after we
resume our true
original nature,
there is
Nirvana.”
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3 Right
Understanding

Right Understanding
(View)
fact we have
no fear of
death
anymore, and
we have no
actual
difficulty in
our life . . .
Everything
comes out of
emptiness.”
91: “When
you can sit
with your
whole body
and mind, and
with the
oneness of
your mind and
body under
the control of
the universal
mind, you can
easily attain
this kind of
right
understanding
.”
93: “Our
understanding
of Buddhism
is not just an
intellectual
understanding
. True
understanding
is actual

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
thinking.
When we feel
the beauty of
the river,
when we are
one with the
water, we
intuitively do
it in Dogen’s
way. It is our
true nature to
do so.”

Right Speech

Right Action
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3.1
Traditional
Zen Spirit

Right Understanding
(View)
practice
itself.”

95: “The most
important
things in our
practice are
our physical
posture and
our way of
breathing. We
are not so
concerned
about a deep
understanding
of Buddhism .
. . We
emphasize
practice.”
98: “our
understanding
of Buddhism
is not just an
intellectual
understanding
. . . only
through
practice,
actual
practice, can
we understand
what
Buddhism is.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

95: “Instead
of having a
deep
understanding
of the
teaching, we
need a strong
confidence in
our teaching,
which says
that originally
we have
Buddha
nature. Our
practice is
based on this
faith.”
96: “If
originally we
have Buddha
nature, the
reason we
practice zazen
is that we
must behave
like Buddha.”
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

96: “More
important
than any stage
which you
will attain is
your sincerity,
your right
effort.”
96: “Right
effort . . .
how
important it is
to keep your
posture right.”
97: “We do
not slight the
idea of
attaining
enlightenment
, but the most
important
thing is this
moment, not
some day in
the future. We
have to make
our effort in
this moment.”
98:
“Constantly,
we should
practice
zazen, with
strong
confidence in

97: “Buddha .
. . watched
everyone’s
life, including
his own life.
He watched
himself, and
he watched
others with
the same eyes
that he
watched
stones or
plants, or
anything else.
He had a very
scientific
understanding
.”

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

95: “Whether
you practice
zazen or not,
you have
Buddha nature.
Because you
have it, there is
enlightenment
in your
practice.”

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

3.2
Transiency

98-99: “The
basic teaching
of Buddhism
is the teaching
of transiency,
or change . . .
No one can
deny this
truth, and all
the teaching
of Buddhism
is condensed
within it . . .
This teaching
is also
understood as
the teaching
of
selflessness.
Because each
existence is in
constant
change, there
is no abiding
self . . . When
we realize the

99: “We
should find
perfect
existence
through
imperfect
existence. We
should find
perfection in
imperfection.”

Right Speech

Right Action
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(Effort)
our true
nature,
breaking the
chain of
karmic
activity and
finding our
place in the
world of
actual
practice.”
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3.3 The
Quality of
Being

Right Understanding
(View)
everlasting
truth of
“everything
changes” and
find our
composure in
it, we find
ourselves in
Nirvana . . .
the cause of
suffering is
our nonacceptance of
this truth.”
100: “every
existence is a
flashing into
the vast
phenomenal
world. Each
existence is
another
expression of
the quality of
being itself.”
101: “Strictly
speaking,
there is no
connection
between I
myself
yesterday and
I myself in
this moment;
there is no
connection

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

101: “When
you do
something, if
you fix your
mind on the
activity with
some
confidence,
the quality of
your state of
mind is the
activity itself .
. . When we
do zazen, the
quality of our
calm, steady,
serene sitting
is the quality
of the
immense
activity of
being itself.”
102: “So
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Right Understanding
(View)
whatsoever.
Dogen-zenji
said,
“Charcoal
does not
become
ashes.”
102: “Today I
am sitting in
Los Altos.
Tomorrow
morning I
shall be in
San
Francisco.
There is no
connection
between the
“I” in Los
Altos and the
“I” in San
Francisco.”
103: “Because
you think you
have body or
mind, you
have lonely
feelings, but
when you
realize that
everything is
just a flashing
into the vast
universe, you
become very
strong, and
your existence

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
before you do
something,
“being” is
there, the
result is there.
Even though
you look as if
you were
sitting quietly,
all your
activity, past
and present, is
included; and
the result of
your sitting is
also already
there.”

Right Speech

Right Action
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3.4
Naturalness

Right Understanding
(View)
becomes very
meaningful.”

105: ““from
true
emptiness, the
wondrous
being
appears” . . .
Without
nothingness,
there is no
naturalness—
no true
being.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

105:
“Nothingness
is always
there, and
from it
everything
appears. But
usually,
forgetting all
about
nothingness,
you behave as
if you have
something.
What you do
is based on
some
possessive
idea or some
concrete idea,
and that is not
natural.”
106: “If you
want to study
Zen, you
should forget
all your
previous ideas
and just
practice zazen
and see what
kind of
experience
you have in
your practice.
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

104-5: “The
true practice
of zazen is to
sit as if
drinking
water when
you are
thirsty. There
you have
naturalness . .
. You do not
have to force
yourself to
drink water
when you are
thirsty; you
are glad to
drink water. If
you have true
joy in your
zazen, that is
true zazen . . .
if you can just
sit and
experience the
actuality of
nothingness in
your practice,
there is no
need to
explain. If it
comes out of
nothingness,
whatever you
do is natural,

105: “When
you do
something,
you should be
completely
involved in it.
You should
devote
yourself to it
completely.
Then you
have
nothing.”

Right
Concentration
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Right Understanding
(View)

3.5
Emptiness

106: “We say
true existence
comes from
emptiness and
goes back
again into
emptiness.
What appears
from
emptiness is
true
existence.”
107: “So we
say true
understanding
will come out
of emptiness.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
That is
naturalness . .
. Whatever
you do, this
attitude is
necessary.
Sometimes
we say nyu
nan shin,
“soft or
flexible mind”
. . . When you
have that
mind, you
have the joy
of life. When
you lose it,
you lose
everything.”
106: “If you
want to
understand
Buddhism it is
necessary for
you to forget
all about your
preconceived
ideas . . . We
have to go
through the
gate of
emptiness.”
107: “To be
independent
in this true
sense, we
have to forget

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
and that is
true activity.”

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

109:
“Concentration
means freedom.
So your effort
should be
directed at
nothing. You
should be
concentrated on
nothing. In
zazen practice
we say your
mind should be
concentrated on
your breathing,
but the way to
keep your mind
on your
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3.6
Readiness,
Mindfulness

Right Understanding
(View)

109: “after we
realize the
emptiness of
things,
everything

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
everything
which we
have in our
mind and
discover
something
quite new and
different
moment after
moment.”
107: “When
you study
Buddhism,
you should
have a general
house
cleaning of
your mind.”
108: “If you
seek for
freedom, you
cannot find
it.”
108: “As long
as you are
caught by
duality you
cannot attain
absolute
freedom, and
you cannot
concentrate.”
109: “It is
because our
way of
observing
things is

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

breathing is to
forget all about
yourself and
just to sit and
feel your
breathing. If
you are
concentrated on
your breathing
you will forget
yourself, and if
you forget
yourself you
will be
concentrated on
your
breathing.”

111: “The
important
thing in our
understanding
is to have a
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111:
“Concentration
should be
present in our
thinking. This

110:
“everything is
emptiness . . . to
realize this fact
is itself to be

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
becomes
real—not
substantial.
When we
realize that
everything we
see is a part of
emptiness, we
can have no
attachment to
any
existence.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
deeply rooted
in our selfcentered ideas
that we are
disappointed
when we find
everything
has only a
tentative
existence. But
when we
actually
realize this
truth, we will
have no
suffering.”

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

smooth, freethinking way
of
observation.
We have to
think and to
observe things
without
stagnation.
We should
accept things
as they are
without
difficulty. Our
mind should
be soft and
open enough
to understand
things as they
are.
When our
thinking is
soft, it is
called
imperturbable
thinking. This
kind of
thinking is
always stable.
It is called
mindfulness .
..
Concentration
should be
present in our
thinking. This
is

is
mindfulness.”

relieved from
suffering. So
realization of
the truth is
salvation itself .
. . the truth is
always near at
hand . . . To
realize the truth
is to live—to
exist here and
now. So it is not
a matter of
understanding
or of practice. It
is an ultimate
fact . . . Even
before we
practice it,
enlightenment is
there.”

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

mindfulness.
Whether you
have an object
or not, your
mind should
be stable and
your mind
should not be
divided. This
is zazen . . .
Wisdom is not
something to
learn.
Wisdom is
something
which will
come out of
your
mindfulness.
So the point is
to be ready
for observing
things, and to
be ready for
thinking. This
is called
emptiness of
your mind.”

3.7
Believing in
Nothing

112: “I
discovered
that it is
necessary,
absolutely
necessary, to
believe in
nothing. That
is, we have to

112: “if you
are always
prepared for
accepting
everything we
see as
something
appearing
from nothing,

114: “we
should begin
with
enlightenment
and proceed
to practice”
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114: “By
enlightenment I
mean believing
in nothing,
believing in
something
which has no
form or no
color, which is

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
believe in
something
which has no
form and no
color—
something
which exists
before all
forms and
colors
appear.”
113: “So it is
absolutely
necessary for
everyone to
believe in
nothing . . .
There is
something,
but that
something is
something
which is
always
prepared for
taking some
particular
form . . . This
is called
Buddha
nature . . .
When this
existence is
personified
we call it
Buddha; when
we understand

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
knowing that
there is some
reason why a
phenomenal
existence of
such and such
form and
color appears,
then at that
moment you
will have
perfect
composure.”
113: “if we
accept
ourselves as
the
embodiment
of the truth, or
Buddha
nature, we
will have no
worry.”

Right Speech

Right Action

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment
ready to take
form or color.
This
enlightenment is
the immutable
truth.”
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Right Understanding
(View)
it as the
ultimate truth
we call it
Dharma; and
when we
accept the
truth and act
as a part of
the Buddha . .
. we call
ourselves
Sangha . . .
This is the
absolutely
necessary
understanding
of our life.”
114: “If you
understand
yourself as a
temporal
embodiment
of the truth,
you will have
no difficulty
whatsoever.
You will
appreciate
your
surroundings,
and you will
appreciate
yourself as a
wonderful
part of
Buddha’s
great activity,

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

3.8
Attachment,
Nonattachment

Right Understanding
(View)
even in the
midst of
difficulties.”
114: “Dogenzenji said,
“Even though
it is midnight,
dawn is here .
. . Zazen
practice and
everyday
activity are
one thing.”
115: “Each
existence
depends on
something
else. Strictly
speaking,
there are no
separate
individual
existences . . .
oneness and
variety are the
same thing, so
oneness
should be
appreciated in
each
existence.”
116: “To learn
something is
not to acquire
something
which you did
not know

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

116: “people
may think that
I am
emphasizing
oneness. This
is not so. We
do not
emphasize
anything. All
we want to do
is to know
things just as
they are.”

Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

115: “We
have nowhere
to escape. So
in activity
there should
be calmness,
and in
calmness
there should
be activity.”
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Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

3.9
Calmness

Right Understanding
(View)
before. You
know
something
before you
learn it. There
is no gap
between the
“I” before you
know
something
and the “I”
after you
know
something.”
116-7:
“problems are
not actual
problems;
they are
something
created; they
are problems
pointed out by
our selfcentered ideas
or views.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

117-8: “for
Zen students a
weed, which
for most
people is
worthless, is a
treasure. With
this attitude,
whatever you
do, life
becomes an
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

118: “When
you practice
zazen you
should not try
to attain
anything. You
should just sit
in the
complete
calmness of
your mind and

117: “A Zen
poem says,
“After the
wind stops I
see a flower
falling.
Because of
the singing
bird I find the
mountain
calmness.”

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

118: “Dogen
said, “We
should attain
enlightenment
before we attain
enlightenment.”
It is not after
attaining
enlightenment
that we find its
true meaning.

ZMBM
Chapter

3.10
Experience,
not
Philosophy

Right Understanding
(View)

120: “For us
there is no
need to
understand
what Zen is.
We are
practicing
zazen.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
art.”
118: “Usually
we find it
very difficult
to live in the
evanescence
of life, but it
is only within
the
evanescence
of life that we
can find the
joy of eternal
life.”

Right Speech

Right Action

119-20: “if
moment by
moment your
effort arises
from its pure
origin, all you
do will be
good, and you
will be
satisfied with
whatever you
do . . . So just
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
not rely on
anything . . .
In our
everyday life
we are usually
trying to do
something,
trying to
change
something
into
something
else, or trying
to attain
something.
Just this
trying is
already in
itself an
expression of
our true
nature. The
meaning lies
in the effort
itself.”
119: “whether
Buddhism is
philosophicall
y deep or
good or
perfect is not
the point. To
keep our
practice in its
pure form is
our purpose . .
. To find the

Right
Mindfulness
Before
something
happens in the
realm of
calmness, we
do not feel the
calmness;
only when
something
happens
within it do
we find the
calmness.”

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment
The trying to do
something in
itself is
enlightenment.”

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

3.11
Original
Buddhism

122: “Because
people have
no such
understanding
of Buddha,
they think
what they do
is the most
important
thing, without
knowing who
it is that is
actually doing
it. People
think they are
doing various
things, but
actually
Buddha is
doing
everything.
Each one of
us has his
own name,
but those
names are the

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
to sit, without
any idea of
gain, and with
the purest
intention, to
remain as
quiet as our
original
nature—this
is our
practice.”

Right Speech

Right Action

121-2: “Zazen
practice is the
practice
which
includes the
various
activities of
life. So
actually, we
do not
emphasize the
sitting posture
alone. How to
sit is how to
act. We study
how to act by
sitting”
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
meaning of
our effort is to
find the
original
source of our
effort.”

121-2: “Zazen
started even
before
Buddha, and
will continue
forever . . .
zazen is all
the postures,
and each
posture is
Buddha’s
posture.”

Right
Mindfulness

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
Chapter

3.12 Beyond
Consciousness

Right Understanding
(View)
many names
of one
Buddha.”
122-3:
“Actually we
are not the
Soto school at
all. We are
just
Buddhists.
We are not
even Zen
Buddhists; we
are just
Buddhists. If
we understand
this point we
are truly
Buddhists.
Buddha’s
teaching is
everywhere.
Today it is
raining. This
is Buddha’s
teaching.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action

124: “When
you have
something in
your
consciousness
you do not
have perfect
composure.
The best way
towards
perfect
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

124:
“Whether or
not you make
yourself
peaceful is the
point, and
whether or not
you stick to
it.”
124: “Do not
try to stop

125: “Just
say, “Oh, this
is just
delusion,” and
do not be
bothered by it.
When you just
observe the
delusion, you
have your true
mind, your

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

124: “it is when
you sit in zazen
that you will
have the most
pure, genuine
experience of
the empty state
of mind.
Actually,
emptiness of
mind is not even

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
composure is
to forget
everything.
Then your
mind is calm,
and it is wide
and clear
enough to see
and feel
things as they
are without
any effort.”
124: “to have
a firm
conviction in
the original
emptiness of
your mind is
the most
important
thing in your
practice.”
125: “In order
to go beyond
our thinking
faculty, it is
necessary to
have a firm
conviction in
the emptiness
of your
mind.”
125: “So
whether or not
you attain
enlightenment
, just to sit in

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
your mind,
but leave
everything as
it is.”
126: “I want
you to have a
firm, wide,
imperturbable
conviction in
your zazen of
just sitting.
Just to sit, that
is enough.”

Right
Mindfulness
calm, peaceful
mind.”

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment
a state of mind,
but the original
essence of
mind.”

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)

3.13
Buddha’s
Enlightenment

127: “When
he attained
enlightenment
under the Bo
tree, he said,
“It is
wonderful to
see Buddha
nature in
everything
and in each
individual!” . .
. what Buddha
meant was
that
mountains,
trees, flowing
water,
flowers, and
plants—
everything as
it is—is the
way Buddha

Right
Attitude
(Intention)
zazen is
enough. When
you try to
attain
enlightenment
, then you
have a big
burden on
your mind.
Your mind
will not be
clear enough
to see things
as they are.”

Right Speech

Right Action

128:
“understand
the true
meaning of
Buddha’s first
statement,
“See Buddha
nature in
various
beings, and in
every one of
us.””
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)

Right
Mindfulness

127: “when
we just are—
each just
existing in his
own way—we
are expressing
Buddha
himself. In
other words,
when we
practice
something
such as zazen,
then there is
Buddha’s way
or Buddha
nature. When
we ask what
Buddha
nature is, it
vanishes; but
when we just
practice

128: “We
should always
be alert
enough to
communicate
with or
without
words. If this
point is lost,
we will lose
the most
important
point of
Buddhism.”

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

ZMBM
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Epilogue

Right Understanding
(View)
is. It means
everything is
taking
Buddha’s
activity, each
thing in its
own way.”
130: “The big
mind in which
we must have
confidence is
not something
which you can
experience
objectively. It
is something
which is
always with
you, always
on your side .
. . This mind
is whatever
you see . . .
Although you
do not know
your own
mind, it is
there . . . The
vast sky is
home, my
home. There
is no bird or
air. When the
fish swims,
water and fish
are the fish.
There is

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

129: “The
main point is
to practice
seriously, and
the important
attitude is to
understand
and have
confidence in
big mind.”
131: “Reality
cannot be
caught by
thinking or
feeling mind.”
134: “We
must have
beginner’s
mind, free
from
possessing
anything, a
mind that
knows
everything is
in flowing
change.”

Right Speech

Right Action

132: “If we
become too
serious we
will lose our
way . . . Little
by little with
patience and
endurance we
must find the
way for
ourselves,
find out how
to live with
ourselves and
with each
other. In this
way we will
find out our
precepts.”
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
zazen, we
have full
understanding
of it.”

131: “We
practice zazen
to express our
true nature,
not to attain
enlightenment
.
Bodhidharma’
s Buddhism is
to be practice,
to be
enlightenment
.”
132: “To find
yourself as
someone who
is doing
something is
the point—to
resume your
actual being
through
practice, to
resume the
you which is
always with
everything,
with Buddha,
which is fully
supported by

Right
Mindfulness

130: “Your
mind is
always with
the things you
observe. So
you see, this
mind is at the
same time
everything . . .
True mind is
watching
mind . . .
Bodhidharma
said, “In order
to see a fish
you must
watch the
water.”
Actually
when you see
water you see
the true fish.
Before you
see Buddha
nature you
watch your
mind. When
you see the
water there is
true nature.

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

131:
“Enlightenment
experience is to
figure out, to
understand, to
realize this
mind which is
always with us
and which we
cannot see.”

ZMBM
Chapter

Right Understanding
(View)
nothing but
fish.”
134: “One
thing flows
into another
and cannot be
grasped.
Before the
rain stops we
hear a bird.
Even under
the heavy
snow we see
snowdrops
and some new
growth. In the
East I saw
rhubarb
already. In
Japan in the
spring we eat
cucumbers.”

Right
Attitude
(Intention)

Right Speech

Right Action
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Right
Livelihood

Right
Practice
(Effort)
everything.
Right now!”

Right
Mindfulness
True nature is
watching
water.”
131:
“Moment
after moment
to watch your
breathing, to
watch your
posture, is
true nature.
There is no
secret beyond
this point.”

Right
Concentration

Liberation /
Enlightenment

